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Release Summary 
Medtech Evolution – General Practice 

Version 1.11 - Build 1.11.0.4 (October 2018) 
 
This release summary provides an overview of the items included within the Medtech Evolution 

Version 1.11 - Build 1.11.0.4 release: 

Issues Resolved 

Appointment Book  

Description of Change 

Fixes an issue where the Appointment Book is not launched when the Open Appointment Book 
function is used from the Appointment Overview in User Workspace 

Fixes an issue where the merge symbol FRN_FUTURE_APPS shows all Appointments rather than just the 
Future Appointments, the appointment date is not in the correct order 

Fixes an issue where ENC_Date merge field prints the wrong Encounter Date on the Encounter Slip in a 
specific scenario 

Fixes an issue with the merge symbol PAT_APP_DAY merge symbol not working correctly 

Fixes an issue with the merge symbol PAT_APP_DATETIME merge symbol not working correctly 

Fixes an issue with the display of the Appointment Overview and slots appearing available when they 
are not 

Fixes an issue where a user is unable to print a standard Encounter Slip from the Reports module for 
Patients with no Recalls 

Fixes an issue where the date in the calendar and the date on the appointment screen do not match 
when changing from the Appointment Book to the Appointment Pad in a specific scenario 

Fixes and issue where a day off is being overwritten when the appointment template is created 
automatically if the Auto Gen option is enabled for a staff member 

Fixes an issue where in a specific scenario extended duration appointments were not being taken up 
the subsequent time slot, and had retained their original duration despite showing that they are 
extended 

Fixes an issue where in a few specific scenarios a patient is booked into a different appointment slot 
rather than selected slot 

Fixes an issue where an appointment slot is removed when the appointment is cancelled from within 
the Status Screen 
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Fixes an issue where double booking of an appointment is not occurring when completed in a time slot 
already occupied by a non-patient appointment 

Fixes an issue where the double booking prompt was not being displayed when double booking a 
patient into an extended duration appointment slot 

Fixes an issue where in a few specific scenarios booked appointments for a provider would disappear 
from the appointment book 

Fixes an issue where in a few specific scenarios the encounter slip for a patient was printing out with 
another patients details 

Fixes an issue where the appointment location details were always displayed as the current location in 
the Reception Inbox 

Fixes an issue where the Appointment Matrix report was unable to be exported to CSV from the report 
screen 

Fixes an issue where the Encounter Slips are printed with incorrect patient details if a patient is on the 
palette and a different patient is selected in the appointment book 

Fixes an issue where the screens open in the application do not refresh for the patient on the palette 
when closing the appointment book in the User Workspace  

 
Queue Workflow 

Description of Change 

Fixes an issue where the Arrived Date & Arrived By values are not populated in a specific scenario 
within the Queue Workflow 

Fixes an issue where the Provider Name & Notes are not displayed when an appointment is arrived into 
the Queue Workflow following a specific scenario 

Fixes an issue where the Arrived tick was not enabled when an Appointment was arrived into the 
Queue Workflow following a specific scenario 

 
Accounts and Claiming  

Description of Change 

Fixes an issue where ACC Ack Files within the FF_In> ACC are not processed and moved to FF_In > ACC 
> Archive 

Fixes an issue where Transfer Credit details are not printed in the Invoice Receipt Analysis Report 

Fixes an issue with EFTPOS integration where it stops working on system restart in some infrastructure 
setups 

Fixes an issue where Quick Bill was not adjusting the service fee charged to a patient for applicable 
subsidised services 
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Fixes an issue where invoices entered in 1999 were unable to be inactivated 

Fixes an issue where inactive Account Groups are displayed in the filter within the Statement Workflow 
screen 

Fixes an issue where invoices were allocating to invoices when transactions were inactivated in the 
Account Holder Account screen in specific scenarios 

Fixes an issue where highlighted records within the Claims Preview screen are un-highlighted in the list 
when any invoice is opened and the OK button is clicked 

Fixes an issue where the Income and Service Provider was displaying as inactive in the Refund screen in 
a specific scenario 

Fixes an issue where all completed ACC45 forms are not processed when selecting the ‘Select All 
completed forms not yet received by ACC’ option in the Send ACC45 Forms screen 

Fixes an issue where an object reference error is displayed when clicking on the OK button in the 
ACC45 utility when there are no records to process 

Fixes an issue where the ACC45 electronic lodgement utility report prints all ACC45 numbers (in the 
select window) instead of printing the selected one which has been sent 

Fixes an issue where searching using Reference number was not taking the focus to the actual record 
in the Account Holder grid 

Fixes an issue where an invoice generated for a High User Card holder on the date of expiration set in 
Patient Register will change the invoice amount to a Non High User Card holder value 

Fixes an issue where the transfers in the Invoice Receipt report were not matching with the sum of 
section I and section II in the Transfers report 

 
Prescribing and Medical Warnings 

Description of Change 

Fixes an issue where in a specific scenario MIMS Drug to Drug Interactions were not displaying all the 
relevant information to the user 

Fixes an issue where in a specific scenario multiple of the same MIMS Drug to Drug Interaction Warnings 
were being displayed 

Fixes an issue where the Affiliation of the Provider is not displayed on the prescription printout 

Fixes an issue where the directions field was getting updated when the user tabbed through the 
directions fields when prescribing using a personal medication  

Fixes an issue where medication are getting duplicated on the display of the Medication Card when it 
is opened and closed multiple times for the same patient record 

Fixes an issue where the prescription print out is not displaying the full External Name’ of the provider 
and the line which appears besides the provider name for signing when the provider name is over a 
specific length  
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Fixes an issue where the personal medications direction us unable to accept more than 65 characters  

Fixes an issue where in a specific scenario a patients GMS status was being printed twice on the 
prescription 

 
Navigation Panes and Dashboards 

Description of Change 

Fixes an issue where the Left Navigation Pane colour indications are not working when the CBIT 
Dashboard is configured in the Right Dashboard Pane 

 
New Zealand ePrescribing Service 

Description of Change 

Fixes an issue that could cause duplicate barcodes to be created when using the New Zealand 
ePrescribing module 

Fixes an issue where an object reference error is displayed when Print Prescription is selected from the 
open ePrescribing grid 

Fixes an issue where the symbols in the details section of the Consultation Screen were not displayed 
correctly for ePrescriptions 

 
SMS Inbox and SMS Outbox 

Description of Change 

Fixes an issue in the SMS Inbox where a patient reply to a CBIT SMS was not displaying the type ‘CBIT’ in 
the SMS Type Description 

Fixes an issue where SMS’s are sent to patient in some scenarios irrespective of the Do not send SMS 
between times configured 

 
Consultation Management 
 

Description of Change 

Fixes an issue where the same details were displaying for multiple patients when a patient was on the 
palette when processing the Consult Management unload 
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Patient Inbox and Provider Inbox 

Description of Change 

Fixes an issue where entered comments re not saved when using the Alt + L option in a specific 
scenario 

Fixes an issue with an RSD Discharge Summary only printing the first page when printed 

Fixes an issue where the Provider Inbox scroll bar is not displayed when the Provider inbox is launched in 
specific resolution settings 

Fixes an issue where RSD messages with attachments are not displayed in the Auto Preview for specific 
records in the Provider Inbox 

Fixes an issue where the Next and Back buttons are not enabled for scanned documents when the 
scanned document is opened and Auto Preview is enabled 

Fixes an issue where the record focus is set to the Workflow details tab when navigating to the next 
record after an RSD with attachment in the Provider Inbox is opened 

Fixes an issue where the count in the folder view of the Inbox was not displaying the correct totals per 
folder when the mark as read and mark as unread options were selected 

Fixes an issue where the patients DOB was also appearing in the Patient Search screen when using the 
Find Patient option 

Fixes an issue where the Update button was not enabling for Immunisation Update messages when 
moving from an unmatched patient record to a matched patient record  

Fixes an issue where the To & Forwarded To fields both get updated when an MMH Message is 
forwarded to other users inbox 

Fixes a spelling mistake in the Patient Data Update Message window for NIR 

Fixes an issue where an object reference error is displayed when placing a patient onto the palette 
from the Provider Inbox in a specific scenario 

Fixes an issue where a window handle message is displayed in the Appointment Pad if it is open when 
placing the patient onto the palette from the queue workflow in a specific scenario 

Fixes and issue where Inbox records created by the logged in staff member are not listed in the Patient 
Inbox after enabling Provider Restriction settings 
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Patient Outbox  

Description of Change 

Fixes an issue where the MIS_DAY merge field was not pre-populating with the correct date in specific 
scenarios 

Fixes an issue where and outbox template configured with text and formatting characters was not 
retained in the email body 

Fixes an issue where a hyperlink is not enabled and URL is not when the Text Editor is launched 

 
Clinical Modules 

Description of Change 

Fixes a script error that was appearing when selecting the Thoracic Spine image in Body Maps 

Fixes an issue where inactive Occupation codes are displaying as valid in the ACC45 forms when 
created for a patient 

Fixes an issue where printing the M41 form cuts off some information in the diagnosis and clinical 
findings field 

Fixes an issue with the History filter not retaining the selections made and defaults to ALL in a specific 
scenario 

Fixes an issue where an error was being displayed on the Injury Diagnosis tab of the Patient Accident 
when Treatment Triggers were not correctly configured 

Fixes an issue where Treatment Triggers were being added to the Injury Diagnosis tab of the Patient 
Accident in a specific scenario 

Fixes an issue where an error was being received when importing Screening Terms exported from 
another Evolution practice 

Fixes an issue where the Evolution application was freezing when opening the Patient Manager after 
placing the patient onto the palette from the Queue Workflow in a specific scenario 

Fixes an issue where an error was being received when repeating Classifications from the Consultation 
Screen using the right click Add Classification option 
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GP2GP 

Description of Change 

Fixes an issue where the NZMC number of the receiving provider for a GP2GP Export was being added 
to the Address Book as a new entry in a specific scenario 

Fixes an issue where an error was being received on importing GP2GP messages from a Profile practice 
when specific data was contained within the imported message 

Fixes an issue where the printer dialogue was not displaying when right clicking and selecting the Print 
option in the GP2GP tab of the Messages Lodged screen 

 
Other Items 

Description of Change 

Fixes an issue where the Contents and Index options are not being opened successfully from the Help 
menu 

Fixes an issue where the Help function is not displayed when the System Info is launched 

Fixes an issue with the printing of the A+M Day Sheet is not printing as expected 

Fixes an issue where the ManageMyHealth Resource tool was pointing to a Medtech32 URL 

Fixes an issue in the IMS Unload Utility that was swapping the Classification Code & Description in the 
unloaded file 

Fixes an issue where an object reference error was displayed when configuring the Research Module 
to run via the task scheduler 

Fixes an issue where in a specific scenario the blank page was not being recognised as a split in the 
document when scanning 

Fixes an issue where the Hire Amount and Bond Amount were not refreshing correctly in the Equipment 
Hire module 

Fixes an issue where an error is received when trying to save updates to vaccine details in the vaccine 
setup 

Fixes an issue where the Close Active Patient option was not working when an Advanced Form was 
open  

Fixes an issue where focus is set to another application in the background when pop up messages are 
displayed in Evolution 
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For further information, or any other queries regarding the changes in this release, please 

contact Medtech Support via: 

 Insight: Register for the Insight Customer Portal and Log a Support Ticket at 
https://insight.medtechglobal.com/  

 Online Chat: www.medtechglobal.com 

 
 


